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ABSTRACT

Arabic morphology is a nonconcatenative type of morphology. It depends on manipulating root letters in a nonconcatenative manner by using patterns. This morphology type poses the inheritance problems of Arabics derived irregular noun morphology such as allomorphic, gemination of radical roots, Arabic orthography and syllabifications. These problems may cause stems to undergo various modifications and redundancies in the presence of different syntactic features and certain stem consonants and vowels. As a result, the major problem is the large number of redundant variants that are captured and implemented in a prefect irredundant manner. The existing computational and theoretical approaches of pattern “sharing” and “non-sharing” techniques have redundant modifications because of the absence of general rules and pattern ontology feature format working on all patterns. This thesis aims to address these redundancy problems. They are resolved by capturing the derivational aspect of the approach based on the generalizations, dependencies and syncretism that rule the Arabics derived irregular noun patterns. This capturing is used in the two-level finite-state Consonant Vowel (CV)-metadata morphology to enable the removal of absolute and internal redundancy. In order to do so, the CV-pattern in the CV-metadata is partitioned into five fundamental parts. The prefix part, left part and infix part are concatenated from left to right, providing no branching to constitute the left side. Similarly, the right part and suffix part are concatenated as the right side to allow branching. Finally, the resulting left side and right side are concatenated to construct an irredundant CV-pattern. Each irredundant CV-pattern is equipped with a tagging system that defines the CV-pattern ontology features. This technique has been implemented using Xerox finite-state tool and compared against the "sharing" and "non-sharing" approaches. The comparative factors are size, states and edges of the CV-metadata. The results show that this approach has the highest level of redundancy reduction effect on all the factors before and after roots population of the CV-metadata.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

As Natural Language Processing (NLP) systems grow more sophisticated, they need larger, more comprehensive and detailed morphology. This seems to become all the more true as NLP systems get bigger and move out of the laboratory into applications; consequently, that require more information in each lexical entry of the system. This research involves one of the most important areas of the attempt to make computer systems available in many Arabic NLP applications. The Arabic broken noun morphology is an important, and productive integrated part for the whole Arabic morphology because, it is the lowest layer in many NPL applications like information retrieval, parsing, text proofing, text generation applications and other applications in natural language.

1.2 Problem Background

Most verbs in the Arabic language follow clear rules that define their morphology and generate their paradigms. However, broken nouns do not seem to follow a similar set of well-defined rules which cause the allomorphic problem; instead, there are groups that show pattern family resemblances. In addition, Arabic noun morphology has an overt generalizations, dependency and syncretism; they are absent in the computational approaches introduced in the literature; except, Alnajem (1998, 2004, 2006) mentions that Arabic morphology has a number of
generalizations, dependency and syncretism which give details over the aspects of regularity in its derivational and inflectional sides. Moreover, the major problems of Arabic morphology are allomorphic, the geminating of radical roots as well as the zero, partial and full realization of short vowels. As a result, broken nouns should be analyzed and formalized in CV-metadata broken noun morphology which depends on their CV-skeletons. In order to make it available, in many Arabic natural language applications, in a compact and non-redundant form, the generalization, dependency and syncretism must be captured. The generalization is a statement about the facts of language morphemes which holds true in all word structure or in nearly all structures. The dependency in context of this work is the case in which all the non-redundant valid forms is derived from another original forms through applying changes to that original forms by concatenated their language morphemes in a manner with no redundancy. The syncretism is the case in which two or more features which are morphs syntactically distinct appear identical in the form.

1.3 Problem Statement

Natural language processing (NLP) systems need a large amount of explicit information for each single vocabulary known to the system. Different applications, in turn, require different information in each lexical entry. The different information is called lexical features. The lexical features are grouped based on their functions on the layer they belong to inside the NLP system. Pronoun feature (first person, second person, and third person) is the examples of the broken noun inflectional morphology feature; noun class (e.g. agent, patient), number (e.g. singular, plural) and gender (e.g. male, female, neutral) are the broken noun derivational morphology case of point. Derivational morphology features are one of the difficulties in the broken noun morphology because there are no clues to figure out them by the broken noun stems. As far as it is known there is no computational Arabic broken noun morphology for computers available at this time, Kiraz (1995) believed that nobody has dealt computationally with the challenging problem of the Arabic broken plural. And Xu & Weischedel (2002) said that broken plurals are not handled by most of current Arabic stemmers. Alnajem (1998, 2004, 2006) stated that there are generalizations,
dependencies in the derivational system of Arabic morphology which have not been formalized and implemented effectively. The focuses of this research are on the theoretical and computational formalization of capturing the generalizations, dependency and syncretism. Moreover, the second focus is their implementation in the Arabic broken noun morphology CV-metadata which yields a compact and irredudant construction. Last focus is to solving the inheritance problems of Arabic derived broken noun morphology such as allomorphic, the gminating of radical roots and the complexity of standard Arabic orthography between the lexical and surface strings that caused by zero, partial or full realization of short vowels.

1.4 Significance of Research

The main significance of this work is to formalize and implement a theoretical and computational compact finite state CV-metadata morphology for the Arabic broken derived noun. This approach attempts to capture generalizations, dependency and syncretism existing in Arabic broken noun morphology to handles generating and analysis processes in a compact non-redundant manner, when it is implemented in many useful natural language applications. Focusing on capturing the dependencies, generalizations and syncretism in Arabic morphology is absent in the computational systems and approaches introduced in the literature. This capturing yields linguistic motivations in the theoretical and computational formalization for Arabic morphology. It also saves this formalization from the redundancy. It also makes the patterns share once the general and dependent internal parts rather than repeating these internal parts to waste memory. Moreover, it is solving inheriting Arabic morphology such as allomorphic, the gminating of radical roots and the zero, partial and full realization of short vowels which are the major problems of Arabic morphology with universal rewrite rules rather than specific-pattern rules.

1.5 Research Objectives

The main objectives of this work are as follow:
1. To collect and formalize explicitly the Arabic standard balance forms from the traditional Arabic linguistic literature then converting them to the CV-skeleton for the purpose of theoretical and computational implementations.

2. To construct and formalize a theoretical and computational, compact irredundant CV-metadata network morphology for the Arabic derived broken noun by capturing generalization, dependency and syncretism; with the capability of solving the inheriting broken noun morphology problems and burdens-free such as specific-patterns rules and unnecessary excessive tags.

3. To implement CV-metadata network morphology of broken derived noun by the Xerox finite state machine tool.

1.6 Research Scope

This work considers the derivational part of Arabic derived broken noun morphology while the inert noun is out of the scope; hence it is the majority of the broken nouns. It is also, considering the two-level finite-state theoretical and computational approach, in which I attempt to capture generalizations, dependency and syncretism in derivational broken derived noun patterns. The inflectional part of the approach was considered in Alnajem (2003, 2006). The orthographic part of the approach was considered in Alnajem (2005a, 2005b). The approach will be implemented using Xerox finite-state tools and use the CV-skeleton approach introduced by McCarthy to handle word structure. The considered data in this work are all the trilateral roots of the Arabic morphology balance forms of the six classes of the derived broken nouns.

1.7 Organization of Research

This thesis is organized into 8 chapters. A brief description of the contents of each chapter is given as follows:
1. Chapter 1 describes the problems, significance, objective, and scope of the study.

2. Chapter 2 reviews main subjects used in the thesis that include basic finite state automata, morphology, Arabic language, Arabic language word formation, theoretical and computational approaches in Arabic morphology.

3. Chapter 3 adopted the operational framework to achieve the objective of the study including the experiments and comparison outlines.

4. Chapter 4 describes the data collection and formalization.

5. Chapter 5 describes a theoretical approach of the CV-metadata two-level finite state morphology networks construction.

6. Chapter 6 describes a computational approach of the CV-metadata two-level finite state morphology networks construction.

7. Chapter 7 describes and explain the experiment data, the experiment patterns representation formulas and the experiments of the construction of the CV-metadata network morphology before and after its roots population for each approach of the three approaches: this research approach which is called Naser sharing approach, Alnajem (2004) Sharing approach, and the "Others" non-sharing approach to judge the redundancy level effect according to four factors: the size on the disk, and the number of states, edges and paths.

8. Chapter 8 draws general conclusions about the achieved results and presents the contributions of this research and future works of the study.